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ABSTRACT. An ice-flow model is used to simulate the front vari ati ons of the Pasterze 
glacier, Austria. The model deals explicitl y with the ice flu x from sub-streams and tribu
ta ri es to the main ice stream. The dynamic calibration method adopted successfull y cali
brates the ice-flow model under a non-steady-state condi tion. D espite the complexity of 
the glacier geometry, the ice dynamics of the Pasterze are adequately simulated. 

Results of the sensitivit y experiments suggest that the Pasterze glacier has been in a non
steady state most of the time and has a response time of34-50 years. 

Proj ecti ons of the behaviour of the Pasterze in the nex t 100 years a re made under var
ious climate scena rios. Results suggest that the Pastcrze will undergo a substantia l retreat 
if there is future warming. The glacier is likely to ret reat 2- 5 km by the year 2100. The ice 
volume could be reduced by 24- 63 % by the end of the 21st century. 

INTRODUCTION 

Valley glaciers and small ice caps respond sensitively to 
clima te on a relat ively short time-scale (O erlem ans and 
Fortuin, 1992; O erlemans, 1994). They can thus serve as ind i
cators of climate change. Recent work has shown that the 
retreat of m any glaciers and ice caps may have been one of 
the main factors that have led to a global sea-level ri se 

during the past century (M eier, 1984; Warrick and O erle
mans, 1990; Wigley and R aper, 1993). In situ measurement 
of glacier mass balance is obviously the best way to infer 
climatic change from glaciers. H owever, it is labour-inten
sive. Although such monitoring has been done on some 
glaciers, the records available are generally short (less than 

30 years). Records of glacier leng th, on the other hand, 
extend over longer periods. Some of them date back to AD 

1600. Historical vari ations in glacier length can providc us 
with inform ati on about cl imatic vari abili ty in the past. By 
understanding the relation between glaciers and climate in 
the past one can predict the future behaviour of glaciers 

under va rious climate scena rios. 
Several attempts have been made to simulate historic 

glacier vari ati ons over the past few centuri es using a nu mer
ical ice-flow model (K russ, 1984; O erl emans, 1986; 
Huybrechts and o thers, 1989; Stroeven and others, 1989; 
G reuell, 1992). In these studies, the evolution of a glacier 
was simulated with a mass-balance hi story reconstructed 
on the basis of climatic records and/or other proxy data. 
One of the problems in sim ul ating a glacier varia tion is th e 
state of a glacier with respect to the co rres ponding clim ate. 
In previous studies, the fl ow model was calibrated in such a 
way that the difference between the observed a nd the simu
lated present leng th of the glacier was minimized under a 
steady-sta te condi tion. However, it is not known whether a 
glacier state provided by up-to-date glacier maps is actua ll y 
in balance with the present clim ate. Thus, the way in which 
the performance of an ice-flow model is judged in previous 
studies is obviously inappropriate. 
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In this study a different approach, namely dynamic cali
bration as proposed by O erlem ans (1997), is used in a one
dimensional ice-flow model to simul ate the front var iat ion 

of the Pasterze glacier. The Pasterze is the largest glacier in 
the Austrian Alps. It was chosen for thi s study for several 
reasons: it is relatively la rge and has a regul a r shape; data 
on the front vari ation and some data on the m ass balance 
a re available; and, as a result of data collected during a n ex

tensive glacio-meteorological experiment (PAST EX; 

Greuell and others, 1995) in the summer of 1994, we have 
been able to learn more about the glacier behaviour. 

In the following sections, we first defin e the glacier 
geometry and a reference mass-balance profi le. T hen a 
dynamic calibration is performed to yield the required 
mass-balance changes that correspond to the observed fron t 
variations of the Pasterze. During the calibration procedure 
the now model is adjusted. The deduced m ass-ba lance 
changes a re then checked against existing climate records, 
pa rticul a rly air temperature and precipi tati on, to deter
mine the m ass-balance sensitivity. The next step is to verify 
the derived sensitivity in order to use it to model the future 
behaviour of the Pasterze. We do this by first reconstructing 

Table I. TojJograplzy of the Pasterze glacier 

Lengt h (1969) 
Surface arca (1969) 
H ead 
Terminus (1985) 
Mean slope (1985) 
General exposurc 
ELA (mcan in 1979- 89 

1!'ibu ta ri cs 

9.2 km (ROll, 1993) 
19.8 km 2 (Rott, 1993) 
3340 m a.s. l. : Hohe Rim 
2065 In a.s. 1. 
13% (max. 50% at 2600 In a.s.l.) 
Southeast 
2880 m a.s.1. (T intor, 1991) 

Tcufelskampkces (exposure east) 

Glocknerkces (exposure east ) 

H ofm annskees (exposure east-northeast ) 
' '''asserfa llwinkcl (exposure soulh ) 
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~ Flowlines with grid points 

.- -------- - Boundary between ice basins 

+ Sites of PASTEX (1994) 

Fig. 1. Map qf the Pasterze, showing the glacier stand in 1985 and the maximum stand around 1851. Thick lines are theflowlines 
with grid /Join ts used in the model. Five sites qfthe PASTEX experiment are also shown. 

a mass-ba lance history on the basis of the temperature 
record using the derived sensitivity, then using the recon
structed ba la nce hi story as a forcing to simul a te the ob

served front record. Some sensitivity experiments will also 
be presented. Fina ll y, proj ections of the future behaviour of 
the Pasterze a re attempted under various climate cenarios. 

THE PASTERZE GLACIER 

The Pasterze (47°06' N, 12°43' E) is the longest glacier in the 
Austri an Alps. A general pictUl-e of the topography can be 
obtained from Table 1 and Figure I. In 1969, the glacier was 
approximately 9.2 km long a nd had a surface a rea of 

? . 
19.8 km- (Rott, 1993). Its general exposure IS southeast. At 
present, the Pasterze has two tributa ri es: Teufel kampkees 
and Glocknerkees. The other two tributa ries, Hofm anns
kees and vVasserfa llwinkel, contributed ice to the main
stream in the past. 

Li tl le is known about the leng th va ri ati on of the Pas terze 
before 1880. Annual length measurements we re initiated in 
1880 (Bachmann, 1978) and have continued up to the pre
sent (Fig. 2). End moraines indicate the glacier stand a round 
1635 (Lang a nd Lieb, 1993), although littl e is known about 
the state of the glac ier at that time. Historical documents 
and other published observations reveal that other Alpine 
g laciers have undergone simil ar periods of advance and re
treat over the past 400 years. After a glacier advance in the 
early 17th century, the Pasterze rem ained in a fa irly stable 
position, with only small va ri ati ons ove r the next 250 years 
(ROll, 1993). Like most east Alpine g laciers, as seen in Figure 
2, it reached its m aximum a round 1851. Since that time it 
has receded continuously, although the rate of the retreat 
was somewhat low ( ~2 m year- I) between 1910 and 1930. In 

fac t, glacier retreat seems to have been a worldwide 
phenomenon for the past century (Porter, 1986; O eriemans, 
1994). The recession of the Pasterze is very probably attribu

table, at least in pa rt, to long-term climatic conditions that 
a re conducive to negative mass ba lance. 

Obse rvati ons made on the glacier surface (Tintor a nd 
Wakonigg, 1991; Wakonigg, 1993; Bayr and others, 1994) have 
shown tha t the terminus of the g lacier has retreated each 
year since the winter of heavy snow in 1965- 66, the tota l 

recession being nearly 400 m. Studies based on Landsat 
them atic mapper data (H a ll a nd others, 1992; Bayr and 
others, 1994) have also suggested that betwee n 1984 and 
1990 the terminus of the Pasterze receded at an ave rage 
speed of approximately 15 m yea r '. Data for 10 year mass

bala nce measurements a re avail able as a result of the Tauern 
power sta ti on proj ect (TKW; Tintor, 1991). The measure-
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Fig. 2. Historic length variations qf the Pasterze glacier. 
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ments indicate that the mean equilibrium-line altitude 
(ELA) ofthe Pasterze during 1979- 89 was 2880 m a.s.1. 

ICE-FLOW MODEL 

The one-dimensional ice-flow model is based largely on the 
one used in Oerlemans (1986) and Greuell (1992). The major 
improvement is in the dynamic calibration (this will be dis
cussed in detail in the next section). 

The ice flow is calculated along the central flowline (x 
axis). Seven flowlines are modelled due to the complexity 
of the Pasterze geometry (Fig. 1). Three of them are on the 
main ice body: the mainstream (along Pasterzen Kees), the 
left stream (on the orographically left side of Oberster 
Pasterzeboden ) and the right stream (on the orographically 
right side ofOberster Pasterzeboden), as indicated in Figure 
l. The remaining flowlines are on the tributaries. The grid 
spacing is 200 m. Geometry digitizing for the Pasterze and 
the tributaries is based on the topographic map of Gross
glocknergruppe (I: 25 000; Der Deutsche Alpenverein und 
Der Oesterreichische Alpenverein 1992) and is done in such 
a way that the area- elevation distribution is preserved. 

Parameterization of the cross-section profile includes 
implicitly the three-dimensional geometry at each grid 
point. The cross-section profile can be reasonably well re
presented by a trapezoidal shape. The profile is determined 
by the elevation of the glacier bed (hb ), the width of the bed 
(Wb) and the angle of the slope on the left (aL) and right 
(aR) side of the valley (Fig. 3). Since few data are available 
on the ice thickness (H) of the Pasterze, the thickness is 
initially estimated from a constant driving stress (assuming 

Cross section geometry 

.... .. . . .. .. h 
~ ____________ ~~~I ~ b 

Wb 

Fig. 3. Schematic illustration if the cross-section geometry. 

Td = 1.5 bar; i.e. slope x ice thickness = 17 m ). The bed 
profiles are then generated from the ice thickness and the 
valley geometry. Thus the cross-sectional area (S) can be 
expressed as: 

S = {Wb + 0.5[tan (aR) + (tan (aL)]h }H. (1) 

By solving a continuity equation in S (taking a constant ice 
density), one can calculate the changes that have occurred 
in ice volume: 

as a 
-= -- (US) +BW. at ax S 

(2) 

where U is the mean velocity of the cross-section, B is the 
mass balance, Ws is the width of the glacier surface and x is 
the downstream distance along the flowline (x =0 at the 
head). The total ice velocity U is the sum of the internal 
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dot is an estimated value (see text). 

6 

deformation velocity (Ud) and the sliding velocity (Us). Ud 
and Us are calculated according to Paterson (1994). Flow 
parameters hand h are taken on the basis of empirical 
studies done by Budd and others (1979). Some adjustments 
were made (i.e. il, h are one-sixth of the original values) 

b · 1" (f 317 10- 25 6 - I N- 3 to 0 tam rea IStlC output 1 = . x ms, 
h = 8.38 X 10- 17 m 5 s - I N- 2

). In the calculation the contri
bution of basal water to sliding is not explicitly taken into 
account; instead a bulk effect is included in the sliding para
meter h. 

The ice influx from the sub-streams and the tributaries is 
considered in the calculation. The ice flow along all the flow
lines is calculated simultaneously during the time integra
tion. The ice flux at the last two grid points of the sub
stream or tributaries is calculated at the point where the 
ice streams meet. The flux is then converted to ice thickness 
flH. With every time step flt, flH is evenly divided and 
added to the nearest three grid points in the mainstream. 

DYNAMIC CALIBRATION 

The procedure for the dynamic calibration follows Oerle
mans (1997). It is assumed that at any time the mass-balance 
profile B(hs) can be described as: 

B(hs, t) = Brer(hs) + !:::.B(t) (3) 

where B re r is the reference mass-balance profile which is in
dependent of time t, and flB(t) is a perturbation in mass 
balance which is independent of elevation hs. 

The calibration proceeds as follows: (1) existing mass
balance observations are compiled to obtain a reference 
mass-balance profile B rer; (2) perturbations in mass balance 
!:::.B are then imposed upon the profile, independent of 
elevation, to determine the mass-balance changes that 
occurred in the past. This is done, by trial and error, in such 
a way that a best approximation between the simulated and 
the observed glacier length variation is achieved; (3) snap
shots of the model simulation are compared with available 
data, and the model geometry is adjusted if there is a signif
icant discrepancy. 

To obtain a reference balance profile we use a mean of 
the mass-balance observations made for the work ofTKW 
during 1979- 89 (Tintor, 1991). The data ofTKW were unfor
tunately all collected in the ablation area (below 
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2800 m a.s.l.). During the PASTEX measurements, the ob
served ablation rates in the accumulation area were 
0.021 m w.e. d- I at about 3200 m a.s.!., and 0.032 m w.e. d- I 

at about 3000 m.a.s.l. (Greuell and others, 1995). Taking into 
account the observed ablation period of 87- 134 d year - Ion 
the Pasterze (1980- 84; Tintor, 1991) and the mean annual 
precipitation rate of 2.58 m year - I (1891 - 1930 at the Sonn
blick station; Tollner, 1951), we estimated a mass balance of 
0.5 m w.e. year- I at 3000 m a.s.!. A fit to the mean profile of 
the TKW data and the estimated mass balance (Fig. 4) is 
taken as the reference profile Brer. Since no precipitation 
data are available on the glacier, the data collected at the 
Sonnblick station (3106 m a.s.!.), 15 km east of the Pasterze 
glacier, are considered to be the best choice. By definition 
(Equation (3)) the mean !lB for the reference period 1979-
89 is thus zero. 

Using Brer, we determine !:lB for the period 1600- 1990 
according to the above-mentioned steps (Fig. 5). At first a 
!lB (+ 1.33 m w. e. year- I) is taken in such a way that the 
glacier stand in 1635 represents a steady state since little is 
known about the glacier state at that time. With a slight 
increase in !lB (+ 1.43 m w.e. year- I) in the period 1828-46 
and thereafter a balance condition similar to that of the 
reference period (!:lB = +0.1 m w.e. year- I) for the next 
20 years, the model mimics correctly the timing and stand 
of the 1851 maximum, as well as the retreat thereafter. The 
glacier regression since 1866 is very well reproduced, as 
shown in Figure 5. 

During the calibration, the bed geometry is adjusted 
slightly to fit the observed surface (the topographic map). 
After the calibration the rms difference between the 
modelled and the observed surface elevation for 1985 is 
found to be 15 m. Repeating the calibration procedure could 
further reduce the discrepancy, but it was not considered 
meaningful in view of other uncertainties in the model. 

Figure 6 shows two snapshots (1851 and 1985) for the 
mainstream of the Pasterze taken from the model simul
ation. The calculated ice surface of 1985 matches well with 
the measured surface. The maximum discrepancy in the 
surface elevation over the entire profile is 43 m; it is found 
below the icefall (x =5.0km; Fig. 6). The front position of 
1851 agrees with the observed maximum stand. The calcu
lated total ice velocity U typically ranges from 10 to 
35 m year- I, with a maximum value of 136 m year- I in the 
icefall. These model results are compatible with measure
ments on the Pasterze: the annual mean surface velocity, 
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Zuo and Oerlemans: Front variation of Pasterze glacier 
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Fig. 6. Simulated glacier surface of the mainstream Jor 1985 
and 1851, compared with the measured ice surface in 1985 and 
with the maximum glacier stand in 1851. 

measured in 1970- 90 at 2200-2470 m a.s.l., was found to be 
typically 10- 50 m (Wakonigg, 1993). The seismic refraction 
measurements, carried out by Bittmann and others (1973) 
in 1970 on the upper part of the glacier (Oberster Pasterze
boden), indicate that the maximum ice thickness exceeded 
180 m. Bittmann and others (1973) estimated a typical ice 
thickness of90-160 m and an ice volume of !.22 km3 in that 
part of the glacier. These values are in broad agreement with 
the model results of 1970: a typical ice thickness of80-180 m 
and an ice volume of 1.28 km3 in roughly the same area. 

Figure 7 presents snapshots of 1985 for the sub-stream 
and tributaries. The simulated ice surface compares well 
with the observations except in the lower reaches of the 
two disconnected tributaries (Fig. 7e and f). This is probably 
because that the actual mass-balance profiles of these two 
tributaries are somewhat different from the reference 
balance profile used in the model. Different exposures and 
different surface conditions would influence the surface 
energy balance, and thus affect the mass-balance profile. 
However, the calculated surface areas of the Pasterze 
glacier including the tributaries for the years 1850 (26 km2

), 

1925 (25 km 2
) and 1969 (24 km2

) are similar to the values 
suggested by Rott (1993) for the same periods (28 km 2 in 
1850; 26 km2 in 1925; 23 km2 in 1969). 

DETERMINATION OF THE MASS-BALANCE 
SENSITIVITY 

In this section we will investigate whether there is a mean
ingful correlation between the deduced mass-balance 
changes and available climate records. If there is, then we 
can derive a mass-balance sensitivity for the Pasterze. The 
mass-balance sensitivity is defined as !:lB/ !:IT: the change 
in mass balance !:lB due to a change in temperature !:IT. 

As a first step, climate records for the last few centuries 
are compiled for the Pasterze. The annual mean air temp
erature at the Sonnblick station since 1887 is available and 
is used for our calculation concerning the Pasterze. Unfortu
nately there is a gap in the data (obtained from World 
Climate Disc, Chadwyck-Healey Ltd 1992) for the period 
1931- 50. Climate records from other stations, therefore, 
have to be used in order to reconstruct the balance history 
before 1887 and for the gap period. Records of the annual 
mean temperature have been collected from three other 
high-altitude climate stations in the surrounding areas of 
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Distance from head along the flow line (km) 

Fig. 7. Calculated ice surface qf the sub -streams and tribu
taries Jor 1985, compared with the measured surfoce eleva
tions. 

the Pasterze. An impression of the series collected at Santis 
(Switzerland), Vent (Austria), Zugspitze (Germany) and 
Sonnblick is given in Figure 8. 

Comparison of the annual mean temperature at Sonn
blick and at other stations indicates that records at Santis 
Vent and Zugspitze are well correlated (R = 0.83- 0.90) t~ 
the Sonnblick data. The annual mean temperatures for the 
gap period and for the period 1850- 87 are therefore com
puted from the mean of the Santis, Vent and Zugspitze data 
using linear regression equations. Thus, the reconstructed 
temperature seri es covers the period 1850- 1990. In the re
constructed temperature series ~T is defined as the temper
ature difference with respect to the initia l temperature 
(To = - 6.45° C), which is an average value for the period 
1850- 59. Attempts have also been made to reconstruct the 
changes in precipitation 6.P, summer temperature 6.Tsumm 

Uune- August) and melt-season temperature 6.Tmelt (May
September) for the Pasterze. 

The deduced mass-balance changes 6.B are then plotted 
against the computed 6.T (as well as 6.P, 6.Tsumm and 
6.T.nelt ). As a result, a significant correlation is found 
between the 5 year mean 6.T and 6.B (R = 0.63, n = 

141 years; 6.B/ 6.T= - 0.859mw.e.K- Iyear- I). A notable 
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Fig. 8. Temporal variation in the annual mean temperature 
and the melt season ( MarSeptember) temperature at Sonn
blick and three other stations. 

correlation between the melt-season temperature change 
6.T.nelt and 6.B is a lso found, but only for the reference per
iod (1979- 89) (R = 0.60, 6.B/ 6.Tmelt = - 0.513 m w.e. K - I 

year- I). There is no clear dependence of 6.B on !::.P and 
6.Tsumm . Oerlemans (1993) has suggested a value of - 0.473 
to - 0.632 m w.e. K I year- I for 6.B/ 6.T for Alpine glaciers, 
on the basis of a general study with a mass-balance model. 
Apparently the sensitivity found here for the Pasterze 
(-0.859 m w.e. K- I year I) is somewhat greater. However, 

our value is similar to the sensitivity found by W. Greuell 
(-0.8 m w.e. K - I year- I; personal communication, 1996) for 
the Paste rze glacier, as calculated with an energy-balance 
model using the PASTEX data. 

SIMULATION OF THE FRONT RECORD USING 
THE RECONSTRUCTED MASS BALANCE 

So far we have found a dependence of 6.B on 6.T and have 
derived a mass-balance sensitivity for the glacier. In this sec
tion the derived sensitivity is verified by using the recon
st ructed mass-balance history as a forcing to simulate the 
observed front record. 

Two types offorcing a re considered here (see Table 2). As 
seen in Figure 9, the forcing period in forcing 1 starts in 1865. 
As an initial profi le, we take the steady-state length corre-

Table 2. Forcing used to simulate the front record, 1865- 1990 

Forcing I 
Forcing 2 

.6.B(t) = 1.004-0.859 x .6.T(t) 

.6.B(t) = 0.485 - 0.513 x .6.Tme1,(t) 
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sponding to the 1635 posItIOn and the maximum length 
around 1851. The calculated glacier recession since the max
imum stand reproduces reasonably well the observed fluc
tuations of the glacier front. Better results should not be 
expected since the mass-balance change for Alpine glaciers 
is not solely a function of the temperature variation. Never
theless, the model simulation indicates that the flow model 
used here depicts the ice dynamics on the Pasterze reason
ably well, and the derived sensitivity is basically correct. 
For proj ecting the future behaviour of the Pasterze, how
ever, the effect of precipitation should be included. 

The sensitivity derived from the melt-season temper
ature change llTmelt and llB is used to rebuild the mass
balance history, which is referred to as forcing 2 (Table 2). 
As demonstrated in Figure 9, the simulation gives a poor 
result. The modelled glacier length since 1880 is too short 
and the glacier has retreated too fast compared with the 
observation. The most obvious explanation is that changes 
in temperature during the melt season alone cannot account 
for the changes in mass balance on the Pasterze, even 
though a correlation exists between the two and this corre
lation is statistically significant. 

SENSITIVITY EXPERIMENTS 

Theoretically, given a constant mass balance, the glacier 
length change in time llL(t) will eventually approach zero 
as the glacier reaches steady state. We define the steady state 
as the glacier state at time t when IllL(t) 1/ L(t)= 0.01 %; the 
length L( t) here is thus called the steady-state length. Fig

ure 10 shows the steady-state length corresponding to the 
imposed mass-balance perturbation in the upper panel; 
the state of the glacier (expressed in years away from the de
fined steady state ) is illustrated in the lower paneL 
Obviously, most of the time the glacier front has been far 
from the steady-state length. Even if a terminus position is 
close to the steady-state length, this does not imply that the 
glacier is close to a steady state. 

We a lso perform some experiments concerning the re
sponse time of the Pasterze. We define the length response 
time TL as the time required to reach (1 - e ~ I) of the total 

length change llLtot due to a perturbation in mass balance 

llB. The volume response time Tv is the time required to 
reach (1 - e ~ I) of the total volume change II vtot due to a per
turbation in mass balance ~B. First, a run is made until a 
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Fig. 10. Steady-state length if the glacier with respect to the 

imposed mass-balance perturbation and the state if the glacier 

(expressed in years awayJrom the difined steady state). 

steady state is reached (this takes about 500 years, starting 
with zero ice volume), then an extra anomaly llB is im
posed, independent of elevation and time. The glacier then 
adjusts itself towards a new steady state. Results of the ex
periments are listed in Table 3, together with some values 
found in the literature. The length response time (70-
137 years) is generally longer than the volume response time 
(34- 50 years). This is due to the importance of the geometry 
factor. The larger the mass-balance perturbation llB, the 
shorter the response time. 

The next step is to check whether the deduced mass 
balance B( t) is stable and justified. Figure II shows glacier 
length variation in experiments in which a sudden addi
tional perturbation in mass balance ( ±0.5 m w. e. year~ l) is 
imposed in the past. First, a constant perturbation ( ±0.5) is 
added in the period 1790- 1800 when the model glacier was 
still under the steady-state condition. Apparently, it takes 
about 100 years for the perturbation to damp out. Next, the 
same perturbation in mass balance is imposed in a different 
period, 1830-40. During this time the model glacier was in a 

Table 3. The length and volume response time if the Pasterze 

glacier, compared to values Jound in the literature 

Glacier t::.B TL Tv 

- I In w.e. yea r years years 

Pasterze + 0.5 137 50 
+ 1.0 70 34 
~0.5 94 41 
~ 1.0 77 39 

Hintereisrerner +0.5 94 78 
(Greuell, 1992) ~0.5 94 56 

Nigardsbreen +0.4 73 47 
(Oerlemans, 1997) ~0.4 63 38 

Glacier &\rgentiere +0.05 ~ +0.60 27 ~33 
(Huybrechts and others, 1989) ~0.05 ~ ~0.25 40~ 45 
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Fig. 11. Glacier length variation resultingjrom a sudden ad
ditional perturbation in mass balance ( ±0.5 m w.e. year-~ 
in the past. 

non-steady state. In this case it takes much longer 
(>150 years) [or the perturbation to damp out. From these 
experiments one can conclude that the deduced mass
balance curve is indeed justified, since a small alteration in 
mass balance, even if only imposed in the past, would have 
led to a large deviation in the length evolution. Moreover, 
the glacier seems to have a significantly longer memory of 
its mass-balance history under a non-steady-state condition 
than under a steady-state condition. 

FUTURE BEHAVIOUR OF THE PASTERZE GLACIER 

Projections of the behaviour of the Pasterze for the next cen
tury are made under various climate scenarios. The mass
balance perturbation associated with various scenarios is 
computed using the derived sensitivity. 

Values of b.T for the period 1990-2100 are taken from the 
estimated temperature changes under the UN Inter
governmental Panel on Climatic Change (IPCC) scenarios 
(personal communication from J. R. de Wolde, 1996). De 
Wolde has calculated annual b.T for the period 1765- 2100 
for the grid-box 45-50° N (taking b.T = 0 in 1765), on the 
basis of a zonally averaged energy-balance climate model 
(de Wolde and others, 1996). The climate model was calibrated 
against observations of the present-day seasonal cycle. It was 
forced by the IPCC radiative forcing scenarios IS92 (includ
ing and excluding the aerosol effects). The grid-box b.T is 
compared to the b.T of the Sonnblick series (Fig. 12a). Ob
viously, the trend in both the Sonnblick b.T and the grid
box b.T for the period 1850- 1990 is similar and comparable. 

Here five scenarios are considered. At first, a run is made 
with the assumption that the future climate will remain the 
same as the mean of the last 30 years (1961 - 90), i.e. no future 
climate warming. Then more runs are made under the 
IPCC scenarios: IS92a (both excluding and including the 
aerosol effects); IS92e (excluding the aerosol effects), the 
"high limit" in the IPCC estimates; and IS92c (including 
the aerosol effects), the "low limit" in the estimates; each 
case without and with a precipitation increase of 10% per 
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Fig. 12. (a) The reconstructed annual b.T series at Sonn
blick and the annual b.T calculated by JR. de Wolde (per
sonal communication, 1996) under the IPCC scenarios 
1S92a, 1S92c and 1S92e (excl., excluding the aerosol iffects; 
incl., including the aerosol iffects). (b) Future behaviour if 
the Pasterze glacier under Jive climate scenarios, without a 
precipitation increase. (c) Future behaviour of the Pasterze 
glacier under Jive climate scenarios, with a precipitation 
increase of 10 % per ° C warming. 

°C warming. Results of the projections are summarised in 
Table 4 and Figure 12b and c. 

As seen in Figure 12b and c and Table 4, future climate 
warming may cause a significant retreat of the Pasterze 
glacier. With the precipitation effect included in the calcula
tion, under scenario IS92a, the total retreat will be 3.8 km 
by the year 2100 if the aerosol effect is excluded, or 3.2 km if 
the aerosol effect is included. The recession of the glacier 
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Table 4. Projections Jor the Pasterze glacier Jor the period 
1990-2100 

Scenario Warming rate 

Kyear 

No climate warming 

Without a precipitation 

increase: t,.p = 0 

1S92a (excl.) 0.28 
IS92a (incl.) 0.022 
1S92c (incl.) 0.015 
1S92e (excl.) 0.036 

With a precipitation 

increase: t,.p = 10% K I 

IS92a (excl.) 0.028 
IS92a (incl.) 0.022 
IS92c (incl.) 0.015 

IS 92 e (excl.) 0.036 

excl. , excluding the aerosol elJect. 
incl. , incluffing the aerosol effect. 

I 

Total retreat Volume loss 

by 2100 

km (i'o 

2.4 24 

5.4 71 
5.0 60 
3.8 55 
5.8 81 

3.8 55 
32 45 
3.0 40 

5.2 63 

will be 3.0 km under the "low limit" scenario but 5.2 km 
under the "high limit" scenario. In the last case, the Pasterze 
will lose as much as 63 % of its ice volume, compared with 
the volume in 1990. However, on the assumption of no fu ture 
climate warming, the glacier will retreat at a much slower 
rate, with a total retreat of 2.4 km and an ice volume loss of 
24% by 2100. The steep recession of the glacier around 
2080- 90 under the two warmer scenarios (2 and 5 in Fig. 

12b; 5 in Fig. 12c) is due to the encounter with the icefall. 

CONCLUSIONS 

A one-dimensional ice-flow model is used to simulate the 
front variations of the Pasterze glacier. The model deals expli
citly with the ice flux from sub-streams and tributaries to the 
main ice stream. The dynamic calibration adopted in the 
study successfully calibrates the ice-flow model under a non
steady-state condition, which is crucial in terms of predicting 
the future behaviour of the glacier under climate warming. 

Sensitivity experiments suggest that the glacier has a 
(volume) response time of 34--50 years. A study of the 
length variation under a sudden perturbation in mass 
balance in the past leads us to conclude that the deduced 
mass-balance curve is stable and justified. Moreover, the 
glacier seems to have a significantly longer memory of its 
mass-balance history under a non-steady-state than under 
a steady-state condition. 

Projections of the behaviour of the Pasterze in the next 
100 years are made under various climate scenarios. In case 
of future climate warming, the glacier will suffer a signifi
cant retreat. By the year 2100 the total recession will range 
from 3 to 5 km. The total loss in ice volume by 2100 will 

range from 40% to 63%. However, ifthe future climate re
mains the same as the mean condition in the last 30 years, 
the recession of the glacier will be much slower. Thus one 
can conclude that future warming will no doubt have a large 
impact on the Pasterze and on many other valley glaciers 
and small ice caps. 
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